
Via the BIMx app, DDScad users now have direct access to their project data anywhere and at any time.
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DDScad 18: Highly functional planning
tool in a new outfit

Budapest/Ascheberg, October 04, 2022 - A modern appearance as well as
numerous functional innovations for the high-quality planning and
visualization of building technology characterize the now released version 18
of the building services planning software DDScad from Graphisoft Building
Systems (formerly Data Design System).

Thanks to a fundamentally revised user interface, the planning tool, which
can be used across all trades, now fits perfectly into the Graphisoft product
range. Newly designed buttons, function icons and input windows provide a



better overview and facilitate operation. Electrical installations can now be
modeled even faster and more precisely thanks to new routing, configuration
and calculation options. In addition, electrical planning can be based on room
information from an IFC reference model. This makes it possible to enter
OPEN BIM projects directly without any conversion effort. In the HVAC area,
new visualization filters and a holistically designed functional interface for
pipe and duct networks simplify and accelerate work processes.

Direct access to project data - anytime, anywhere
Furthermore, DDScad users now benefit from the extensive presentation and
collaboration options of Graphisoft solutions that have proven themselves
over many years. For example, the software now has a connection to the
interactive app BIMx, with which 3D building models and project information
can be accessed and displayed on a variety of mobile devices and operating
systems - for example, in order to coordinate with other construction
participants on the construction site. If specialist tradesmen and planners
work together with an architect who uses Archicad, they can now exchange
project data quickly and securely via the BIMcloud collaboration platform.
Last but not least, a new tracker dialog borrowed from the Archicad
architecture solution has been implemented in DDScad, which displays the
most important geometric parameters of objects directly on the cursor and
allows them to be changed during modeling.

Model electrical installations even faster
The new cable functions for electrical make installation planning even more
flexible, simple and efficient. With just a few clicks, you can create your own
cable types almost freely, taking into account the type of installation, number
of cores or material. The diameter and bending radius of cables can now be
displayed graphically in the workspace and edited directly. In addition,
DDScad 18 automatically determines the shortest path that an electrical
cable can take from the distributor to the consumer via an installation
system, if desired. A new calculation function for the filling level of cable
trays, cable ducts and empty conduits shows whether they are sufficiently
dimensioned. A practical layout configurator for electrical diagrams ensures
greater clarity in distribution documentation. The auxiliary tool can be used
to adjust the number and position of objects in a row as well as the text
information displayed as required.

"DDScad 18 runs very stably and the new functions are all high-quality," says
Thomas Seitz, team leader for technical building equipment at engineering
firm Herzog und Partner. "BIMx, for example, makes a good impression. The



app makes it much easier to show planning situations on the construction
site. In addition, I can now compile my own cables and lines in DDScad and
insert them into my project. This is very helpful, as individual cable and line
types are always needed in practice. The fact that this development is
obviously a response to a suggestion from us - the users - makes me
particularly happy."

Comprehensive navigation tool for SHKL systems
The SHKL system navigator introduced with the previous version has been
consistently expanded into a comprehensive central function interface. It
provides an optimal overview of all piping and duct systems in a project and
also enables direct editing of system data. The tree structure of the navigator
displays all sub-lines and consumers down to the last detail. If required,
additional system, line and object information - such as calculation results or
the most unfavorable system path - can be displayed here. In addition, there
are two property windows that display the design criteria and calculations for
the system or the selected subline, as well as the object properties of a
selected component. The complete networking of workspace and functional
area also makes it possible to jump directly from the tree structure to the 2D
or 3D model and vice versa.

"With the new DDScad version, I plan SHKL systems on the basis of a tidy and
cleanly structured interface," adds Wolf-Dietrich Schulenburg, Managing
Director of Schulenburg Ingenieurgesellschaft. "Calculations can be
performed directly and the work steps are always the same. In addition, I can
zoom into the model from the function interface. This continuous, stringent
logic makes SHKL planning easier and faster."
Another highlight of the new software version is the visualization filters for
drinking water systems. These can be used to color-code excessively high
stagnation volumes and discharge times in the 3D model in order to identify
problem areas in the system at a glance and rectify them immediately. This
ensures that users retain full control of the drinking water pipe network they
have created at all times - even in large-scale projects.

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC/O
and the media & entertainment industries. With its intelligent software
solutions, it covers the entire lifecycle of building and infrastructure projects,



guides its customers into the future of digitalization and enables them to
shape the world. As one of the leading corporate groups worldwide in this
sector, the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the building process and
improves the digital workflow for all those involved. Customers can design,
build, and manage buildings more efficiently, sustainably and resource-
saving. The focus is on the use of open standards (OPEN BIM). The portfolio
also includes digital solutions for visualization, 3D modeling, and animation.
The innovative solutions of the brands ALLPLAN, Bluebeam, Crem Solutions,
dRofus, FRILO, Graphisoft, Maxon, Nevaris, RISA, SCIA, Solibri, Spacewell and
Vectorworks in the four customer-oriented segments are used by
approximately 6.5 million users worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg
Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs around 3,400
experts all over the world.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved revenue amounting to EUR 681.5 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 222.0 million in 2021.
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